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. THE
PA~THENON
MARSHALL COLLEGE

MAY, 1909

For You College Fellows!
Nifty Styled Suits, Overcoats
Spalding Foot Ball & Coat Sweaters
There's a DISTINCTION about the Clothes NORTHCOTT
Sells. You might as well have it. It costs no more t han you pay
for clothes WITHOUT it.
And being made BETTER they wear LONGER. T he quality
is better & the colors lasting.
Buy the best in Sweaters; that's SPAULDINGS. Get them
here in coat or turtle necks, heavy & medium weight. Oxford
grey, the most favored color, $3 to $7.50.

926-928 4th A ve.

HUNTINGTON

Swell

coLLsos

Shoes

AT

E. P. FROST'S
Swell Shoe Store.
H. J. HOMRICH,
Fine Watches,

Diamonds , Jewelry,
and Silverware

Cut Glass

The Largest, Finest and Most Complete Stock in the City.
Prices Right.

909 Third Ave.

HUNTINGTON, W . VA.
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Hot Weather Necessities I
i

;

Clothes play an impor tant part in the comfort of the
indivi<lual during the trying period of summers heat. How to

!

dress well and to dress with comfort is quickly solved by a
visit to our store at this time. We have so many things of

I

I
I

i
I
Ii

I

dress made specially for the hot weather that to deprive one's
self of the advantages offered in our ready-to-wear departments means a great Joss of comfort as well as enjoyment for

dresses now on display.
We cordially invite you to call and inspect the many new

i

i!
•"'

i

"'

arrivals that are cnntinually arriving from . the centers of
fashionable dress.

I

Prices Always Moderate

I

I
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Right in s tyle, in m:i.ke, in quality as well, and a beauti-

i

~
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Cool Fluffy ·Clothes
ful assortment from which lo ma ke selections . You will be
particularly pleased with our line of waists, skirts and lingerie

I
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;

i

the wearer.

Sr

I
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The Anderson-Newcomb Co.
Huntingto11, W. Va.

We send anything by mail or ex press to an y point .

Remem-

her us during vacation time for particular needs.
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S. A- SPANGENBERG,
DEALE R IN HUYLER'S AND HKYMEl-l ' S CANDIES
ICE C RE .-\:\I AND ICE CREAM SODAS T HE YE AR R OUND
921 T HIRD AVENUE

H. H. KEENER, 424 9th St.
MEN'S 'l~AILORING
Cleaning and- Pressing

Club Rates

MARSHALL COL.L EGE
The State Normal School

Stay with us for the Summer Term

Famous Poems .Explained
By Waitman Barbe,. Litt. D.
Introduction by Dr. Richard G. Boone.

About 65 famous short poems, mostly selected
from standard sets of School Readers, fully discussed
and explained.

For Teachers as well :is for Pupils.
Price $1.00, Postpaid

Hinds, Noble & Eldredge, Publishers
New York City, N. Y.

DRUGS
COLLEGE PHARMACY,

16th STREET
AND THIRD AVE.

HOLSWADE'S
Furniture,

Carpets,

Draperies

Undertakers
WE HAVE IT
f he scho9l that mak es a specialty of. each student. Thorough courses in Commercial and Stenographic work.

Sikes _Commercial School
The best, the most progressive and the most practical school in the Ohio Valley.
Intelligent and re fined people desire to attend a school where they find
the best associates and where order prevails at all times.
WE HAVE IT.
Dispatch Building.
Huntington , West Virgima.
Fourth avenue below Ninth street.
Mutual Phone 330

Office and Store

829 3rd Ave.

C A. PETERS
•
tl'LORIST

Greenhouse8 and Residence
_- 8th St. and 9th A ve.

Cut Flowers and Artistic Floral Work. Fine Foliage _and Bedding
Plants. A large assortment of Bulbs for fall planting.

MAR'SHALL COLLEGE IS A GOOD PLACE TO STUDY DURING THE SUMMER TERM
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EDITOR.

Mr. Fitzgerald .. . .. . 7.1 per cent
Dr. Saylor . . . . . . . . . . . 7 per cent
Mr. Miller
20.6 p~r cent
Miss Johnson
14 per cent
Mr. Chambers
24.7 ptr cent
Winter Term Notes
Mr. Vinal. .
13.3 per cent
The percent of the number of M. S
.
1ss tevenson . . .
.. . 6 per cent
students that fa tied ( fell below 70 °lo M Myers.
3.6 per cent
in their work for the winter term ) . M:· Peck
7.6 per cent
under each teacher, and each teach·
PER CENT
er, in each subject, and in each deOF FA ILU RES
partment, is given below:
DEPARTM1':NT
none
PER C:UNT
Education ...... . .
TEACHER
THAT F AILED French . . . . . . . .
none
Mr . .Oorbly. . . . . . . ..... ... . none German . . . . . . . . . . .
6.
Miss Otis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . none Latin .. .. .. . . ... .. .
14.6
Mrs. Everett.
. . . ... .. none Greek.
none
Miss Hackney ....... . . 23 per cent Physics and Chemistry. . .
7 .6
Miss Hughes . .... 15.4 per cent Biology and Geology.. . . .
13.3
Miss Colwell.. . . .. . 15.3 per cent Art. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.5
Dr. Haworth. . . . . . .. 7 per cent History . .... . . . . .. . . . .. .. 8.
Mr. Franklin .. . ... 26 3 per cent English. . . . ..... . . .... . .. 17.3
Miss Colbert. . . .. . ... 26.3 per cent Mathematics ... : . . .. . ... . . . 16.3
L .•J. CORllLY,

Pre'iident Marshall Oollege
MANAGING EDITOR,
J, A . F I TZGICRALD, '07
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Going into further detail, these
1. That the great majority of
are the percents of failures in each failures are among the preparatory .
_d ivision of the department suhjects: and freshman students, the only
PER CENT
~xception being rhetoric irt the
STUDY
OF FAILURES sophomore year.
Psychology
none
2. That the failures are confined
Cur. Hist. Sem . . . . . . . . . none chiefly to mathematics, English
Pedagogy Sem. .
. . . .. . . none grammar, rhetoric, a~d history in
Pedagogy .
none the lower years, commercial geogMethods . . . . . . . . . . . . .
none raphy being the only other subject
French. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . none that shows especially heavy per
German
6. cent in failures, 21.4.
Latin .
. ...... 14.5
3. Algebra and geometry show
Greek. .
. . . . . . . . . none about equal per cents in failures,
Algebra . .. . .... .. ...... . . • . 15. 7 geometry being,
however. the
Geometry . . . .
. . . . . .16.5 worse of the two records.
Trigonometry
. . . . . . . 10.
4. U. S. history, Greek history
Mental Arithmetic.·
26.6 and Roman history ( freshman and
Practical Arithmetic
26.6 preparatory subjects) show too
Junior English
·.... 6. heavy a per cent of failures if it
· Senior English . . . . . . .
7.7 could be avoided, a very large part
Rhetoric . . . . . .
26.8 of which is due, to our own perGrammar... . .
. .-28.3 sonal knowledge, to such poor
Roman History.
19. training in reading before coming
English History
no11e here, that the proper understaudU .. S. History
.17.8 ing of the history texts is quite out
Greek History.
. . . . . . . . 10.6 of the q uesticn except by goiug
Modern History .
none over it as a study at least twice.
Sociology
........
none
5. The embarrassingly large
Physiography
5.5 per cent who fail in English gramCommercial Geography ... . 21.4 mar and rhetoric is truly matter of
· Political Geography. . . . . . . . .
serious concern. This has been
Physiology. . . . .
20. l0oked into time after time with
Geology. . . .
. . .. . none the result that we feel convinced
Chemistry..
9 6 more fully each year of the utter
Physics · . . . . . .
. . . . . . 5. chaos that surrounds the work of
Art
..... .. . • • . 3.5 teachiug English in our American
From the above these ·things are schools from the first primary to
noticeable, among others:
the literature stage. In mathe-
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ma tics, history, etc , tl~e quest ion
is chiefly the subject mat ter-th e
facts. In lang uage lessons and
grammar and rhetoric, especiall y in
the firs t two, the sublect mat terthe facts and truths of g ram marseem to be swallowed np and lost
sight of in man y texts by the for m
and the met hod and the nomenclature . This is Jess true in rheto ric,
though even here it seems still, in
most schools, question of the per son, as to whether the technical,
or practical compo~it1on , be more
important; but in either case t~e
teach er is hampered by poor grammar work below the rhetoric grade,
as th e grammar teacher is by poor
work further down . These are
vital points in accounti ng for failures, but they must be overcome
in part, a t least ; this work must be
put upon a footing which wi ll insure a less formidable array of'' D"
studen.ts . Just how is matter for
all of us to work out,
6. In mat h<tmatics, especially
in arithmetic, there must be a
change. T o us there appears no
good reason why over 26 per cent
of our younger students should fa il
in practical and mental arithmetic.
It is not a question of how many
and what per cent fail in other
sch ools; it is a question ot correcting these low standards of proficiency in su bjects so exact and so
important as arithmetic. Whether
it be poor attendance, poor study,

7

a poor book, or what. there must
be a change for the betfer in this
line. It may be St1 !!gested th at
the mathematics faculty including
the heads of the model school get
together, locate th e fa ults, and proceed at once to remedy them, and
so with the history and English
facult ies. The teachers in these
departments h ave labored hard,
very har d_, long hours , and done
all that seemed possible, but the
root of the matter bas not yet been
reached and we must reach it if
reached it can be.
In all th at th e reports show abo\·e
and in all that \\'e have commented
u pon one of the c hief - factors in
these term reports remains to be
mentioned , uamel y, the "personal
equation" of the teacher. In spite
of all attempts at red ucing our
grading to a common standard the
fact remains th at the per cent of
failures in a ny class, under the
mos t like circmustauces, is largely
a matter of point of view in grading.
Do ubtless some teachers
would have g raded one or more of
the 45 in our own class below "C,"
and would have been justified in so
doing from their viewpoints, to
wh ich no one could take serious
excepti on .
But this happened to be an.exceptiona l cast'; we have nor forgotten
the unhappy experience of marking
more than 60% of a grammar class
below ''C'' one year; it was gram-
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6 ( the last term of grammar course)
we had them but the one term, and
it was utterly out of the question
to pass them to rhetoric .
Proficiency and thoroughness are
fundamental ; grades and the numbe, or per cent that fail are secondary; but we must get more closely
to and after the "whys" and
''hows" in this matter.

The 1009 Senior Class
I. COU RSES OF ST U DY
Normai'only . . . .
45
Normaland Modern Language . . 1
MoGern Language only. . .
7
Ancient Language only . . .. ... . 4
Science only . . . .
......... 4
Piano . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Expression
. . . ..... 4

2. T EACHING Ex1•ERU-:NCF.
Twenty-six h ave taught from one
to 73 months each, 011e as low as
one month, one as low aso months,
one 6 months, none of the other 23
less than 12 months. These 26
have taught a total of 567 months
before entering the senior class and
all the normal seniors have ta ught
from 3 to 9 months here.
3. Sr,:x
In the normal aud academic work
23 are gentlemen 39 ladies Music
one lady, expression 4 ladies.

Fayette county
. . ...... . . 1
Jackson county
6
Kanawha county.
2
Lincoln county . . . . . . . . . .
.2
Logan county . ... .. . . . ... .. ... 1
Mason county . ...
. . .1
l\IcDowell county
.. 1
i\fonroe county
. . . ........ . 2
Nicholas county
.•... . 1
Putnam county
·. . 1
Raleigh county . .
..1
Ritchie county. . . . . .
. .. 3
Summers county
.2
Taylor county . . . .
1
Tyler county . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Way11e county. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Wirt county . . . .
.1
Huntingtol]\
• ..... 13
Gnyandotte . .. _ . .
. .. . . 4
Central City
2
Ona
1
State of Ohio. . . . . . . .
4
Moved to this city lately. . . . .. 7
5.

CHURCH

Of the 66 all are church-members
but 13, 6 young men and 7 young
women. These 53 are divided in
their church-membership as folloyvs:
J ewishCburch
. . . ... . . . ... 1
M. E. South . . . . . . .... ........ 6

M. E.

. . . . . .. . .. .. . 19

Baptist. . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 12
Presbyterian . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 6
U . B.......... . .. ...... ... . . . 2
Christian . .
. . ........ .. 2
4. GEOGRAPHICAL LOCA'l'ION
Congregational . . . . . . . . .. . ... . 2
.... . . ....... 2
Barbour county . .
1 E piscopal . ,
M.
P
.
.
.
..
.
.
....
.
. .. . .. ..... . 2
Doddridge county...... . . . . . 2
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of the country. The waste in the
AGE
GENTLEMEN LADIES extraction and treatment of mineral
17
. _2 . __ ___ _. __ 3 products during the same year was
18 . . . . . .
1
.. _.11 equivalent to more than $300,000,-

19
. . . ... ... 3
6
20
. . . . . . . . . 3 . .. . ...... 4
21
1 ..
3
22
. 2 .. . . ........ 6
23 . . . . . . .
.3 . . . . . . . . . . . 4
24 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 . . . . ... ... . 2
25
·.. . . . . .. . 1 . . . . . ...... 1
Over 25 . .. . ... . 5 . .... . ...... 2
Average age of gentlemen . .. . 23
Average age of ladies ... . .. . .. 20

A Wasteful Nation
Billious of dollars are thrown
away each year by the American
people, according to the first report
of the Conservation Commission,
submitled to President Roo~evelt
on January 22, 1909, The report
contains.an impressive series of figures, which have been prepared
very carefully by the most expert
authorities of the United States
government and may be regarded
as conservative.
The following paragraphs are reprinted from the report for the information of the readers of this
magazine. The figures are so extraordinary that they need no comment :
The mineral production of the
United States for 1907 exceeded
$2,000,000,1)00, and contributed 65
per cent of the total freight traffic

uuo.
The production of 1907 included
395,00'),000 tons of bituminous,
and 85,000,000 tons of anthracite
coal, 166,000,000 barrels of petroleum, 45,0C0,000 tons of high-grade
and 11,000,000 tons of low-grade
iron ore, 1,500,000 tons of phosphate rock, and 869,000,000 pounds
of copper. -The values of other
mineral products during the same
year included clay products, $162,000,000; stone, $71 ,000,000; cement, $56,000,()00; natural gas,
$50,000,000; gold, 90,000,000; silver, $37,000,000; lead, 39,000,000,
and zinc, $26,000,000.
OUR I~ON ORE SUFFICIENT FOR
YEARS ONLY

50

-The available and easily accessible supplies of coal in the United
States aggregate approximately
.l,4''0,000,000,000 tons. At the
present increasing rate of production this supply will be so depleted
as to approach exhaustion before
the middle of the next century.
The ·known supply of high-grade
iron ores in the United States approximate 3,840,000,000
tons,
which, at the present increasing
rate of consumption cannot be expected to last beyond the middle of
the present century. In addition

.I
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to this, there are assumed to be
59,000,000,000 tons of lower-grade
iron ores, not available for use under existing conditions.
The supply of stone, clay, cement, lime, sand and salt is ample,
while the stock of the precious
metals and of copper, lead, zinc,
sulphur, asphalt, graphite, quicksilver, mica, and the rare metals
cannot well be estimated, but is
clearly exhaustible within one to
three centuries.
The known supply . of petroleum
is estimated at 15,000,000,000 to
20,000,000,000 barrels, distributed
th..mugh six separate fields having
an aggregate area of 8,900 square
miles. The prodttction is rapidly
increasing, while the wastes and
the loss through misuse are enormous. The supply cannot be expeeled to last ·beyond the middle of
the present century.
The known natural-gas fields aggregate an area of 9,000 square
miles, distributed throu g h 22
States. Of the total yield from
these fields during 1907, 400,000,000,000 cubic feet , valued at $62000,000, were utilized, while an
equal quantity was allowed to escape into the air. The daily waste
of natural gas-the most perfect
known fuel- is more than 1,000,000,000 cubic feet, or enough to
supply every city in the United
states of more than 100,000 population .

OUR WASTE IS ON THE INCREASE

The consumption of nearly all
our mineral products is increasing
far more rapidly than our population. In many cases the waste is
increasing more rapidly than the
number of our people. The consumption of coal is over 5 tons and
the waste nearly 8 tons per capita.
' At the beginning of our mineral
development the coal abandon~d in
the mine was two or three times
the amount taken out and used.
Now the mine waste averages little
more than half the amount saved.
The chief waste is in imperfect
combustion in furnaces and fire
boxes. Stum engines utilize on
the average about 8 per cent of the
thermal etiergy of the coal. Internal-combustion engines utilize less
than 20 per cent, and in electric
lighting far less than 1 per cent of
the thermal energy is rendered
available.
Some lignites and other lowgrade coals are readily gasified, and,
through the development of internal combustion engines, check the
consumption of high-grade coals.
Peat is becoming important; it is
estimated that 14,000,000,00U"tons
are available in the United States.
Its value is enhanced because of
di!;tribution. through States generally remote from the fields of coal,
oil, and natural gas.
The building operalions of the
c9untry now aggr.egate about $1,-
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000 000.000 per year. The direct
and indirect losses from fire in the
United States during 1907 approximated $450,000,000, or one-half
the cost of constniction. Of this
loss four-fifths, or an average of
$1,000,000 per day, could be prevented.
There is urgent need for greater
safety to the miner. The loss of
life through mine accidents is appalling, and preventive measures
cannot be taken too soon .
The na.tional government should
exercise such control of the mineral fuels and phosphate rocks now
in its possession as to check waste
and prolong our supply.
The total land area of continental United States is 1,9l10,000,000
acres. Of this but little more than
two-fifths is in farms, and less than
one-half of the farm area is i:mproved and made a source of crop
production. We have nearly 6,-ll00,000 farms; they average 146
acres each. The value of the farms
is nearly one-fourth the wealth of
the United States. The number
qf persons engaged in agricultural
pursuits is more than 10,000,000.
We grow one-fifth of the world's
wheat crop, three-fifths of its cotton crop, and four-fifths of its corn
crop. We plant nearly 5U,000,000
acres of wheat annually, with an
average yield of about 14 bushels
per acre; 100,000,000 acres of corn,
yielding an average of 25 bushels

per acre, and 30,000,00U acres of
cottou, yielding about 12,000,000
bales.
We had on January 1, 1908, 71,001),000 cattle, worth $1.250,COO,OOO; 54,000,000 sheep, worth $211,000,000, and 5Ci,OOO,OOO swine,
worth $33~,00P,000. The census
of 1900 showed $137,000,COO worth
of poultry in this c.:ountry, whkh
produced in 1899 293,000,000 dozen
eggs.
There has been a slight increase
in the average yield of our great
staple farm products, but neither
the incrt>ase in acreage nor the
yield per acre has kept pace with
our increase in population.
THE YIELD PER ACRE ll1UCH LESS
'l'HAN IN ENGLAND AND GERMANY

In. addition to the land awaiting
the plow 76,000,000 acres of swamp
land can be reclaimed, 40,000,000
acres of desert land irrigated, and
millions of acres of brush and wooded land cleared. Our population
will increase continuously, but
there is a definite limit to the in;
crease of our cultivated acreageHence we must greatly increase
the yield per acre·. The average
yield of wheat in the United States
is less than 14 bushels ' per acre, in
Ger'many 28 bushels, and in England 32 bushels. We get 30 bus hels of oats per acre, England nearly 45, and Germany more than 47.

12
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The loss to farm products due to
injurious mammals is estimated at
$130,0l•0,0C0 annually; the loss
through plant disease reaches sev:_
eral hundred million dollars and
the loss through insects is reckoned
at $659,000,000. The annual losses
from diseases among domestic animals are: Horses, 1.8 per cent;
cattle, 2 per cent; sheep, 2.2 per
cent, and swine, 5.1 per cent.
Most of these farm losses are preventable .
The product of the ·fisheries of
the Unit~d States has an annual
value of $57,000,000. Fish culture is carried on by the nation an_d
the States on an enormous scale.
Mos t of t&e 1;10re important food
species are propogated. Fish from
for~st waters furnish J21,000,000
worth of food yearly.
Our wild game and fur-bearing
animals have been largely exterruinated. To prevent their complete extinction the States and the
United States have taken in hand
their protection, and their nurnbers are now increasing. Forest
game vields over $10,00(•,000 worth
of food each year.
Each citizen of the United States
qwns an equal individual interest
in about 375,000,000 acres of publie lands, exclusive of Alaska and
the insular po;;sessio_ns.
Besiaes
this there are about 235 ,000,000
acres of national forests, national
parks, and other lan_d s.
Good business sense demands

that a definite land policy be formulated. The national conservation commission believes that the
following will serve as a basis
therefor:
1. Every part of the public
lands should be devoted to the use
which will best subserve the itterests of the whole people.
2. The classification of all publie lands is necessary for their administration in the interests of the
people.
3. The timber, the minerals,
and the surface of the public lands
should be disposed of separately.
4. Public lands more valuable
for conserving water supply, timber, and natural beauties or won
ders than for agriculture should be
held for tlie use of the people from
all except 111i11eral entry.
5. Title to the surface of the
remaining non-mineral pnbli« lands
should be granted only to actual
home-makers.
6. Pending the transfor of title
to the 1 emaining public lands they
should be administered by the
g<>Vernment and their use should
be allowed in a way to prevent or
control waste and monopoly.
The present public land laws as
a whole do not subserve the best
interests of the nation.
They
should be modified so far as may
be required to bring · them into
conformity with the foregoing outline of policy.
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WASTE IN FORESTS

We take from our forests yearly,
including waste in logging and in
manufacture, 23,000,000,000 cubic
feet of wood. We use each year
100,000,000 cords of firewood·1 40 _
000,000,Q00 feet of lumber; mo;e
than 1,(,,00,000,000 posts, poles,
and fen~e rails; 118,000,000 hewn
ties; 1,500,000,000 staves; over
13tl,000,000 sets of heading; nearly
500,000,000 barrel hoops; 3,000,f'00
cords of native pulp wood; 165,000,Q00 cubic feet of round mine
timbers, and 1,250,000 cords of
wood for distillation.
Since 1870 forest fires have des troyed a yearly average of 50 lives
and $50,000,< •00 worth of timber.
Not less than 50,000,01)0 acres of
forest .is burned over yearly. The
young growth destroyed by fire is
worth far more than the merchantable timber burned.
One-fourth of the standing timber is lost in logging. The boxing
of lo_n g-leaf pine for turpentine has
destroyed one-fifth- of the forests
worked. The loss in the mill is
from one-third to two-thirds of the
timber sawed. The loss of the
mill product in seasoning and fitting for use is from one-seventh to
one-fourth.
Of ea<:h 1,000 feet which stood
in the forest, l!ll average of only
320 feet of lumber is used.
We take from our forests each
year, not counting the loss, three

13

and a half times their yearly
growth. We take 40 cubic feet
per acre for each 12 cubic feet
grown; we take 260 cubic feet per
capita, while Germany uses ~7 and
France 25 cubic fret.
We tax our forests under the
geneq1l property tax, a method
abandoned long ago by every other
great nation.
Present tax laws
prevent refortstation of cutover
land and the perpetuation of exist- .
ing forests by use.
To protect our farms from wind
and to reforest land best used for
forest growth will require tree
planting 011 an ar·e a larger than
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and West Vuginia combined.
An annual tax upon the land itself, exclusive of the value of the
timber, and a tax upon the timber
when cut, is well adapttd to actual
conditions of forest investment , and
is practicable and certain.
Uucter right management , o ur
forests will yield four times as
much as now. We can reduce
waste in the woods and in the mill
at least one-third, with present as
well as future profit. We ca11
perpetuate the naval stores ind us- ·
try. We can practically stop forest fires at a cost yearly of one-fifth
the value of the merchantable timber burned.
W ATER POWER NEGLliCTED

• The sole source of our fresh
water is rainfall, including snow.
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Our mean annual rainfall is about
30 inches; the quantity about 215,000,000,000,000 cubic feet pt:r year,
equivalent to ten Mis~issippi ri\·ers.
Of the 70,000,000,000,L01> cubic
feet annually flowing into the sea,
less than 1 per cent is restrained
and utilized for municipal and
community supply; less than ~ per
cent (or some 10 per cent of that
in the arid and semi-arid regions)
is use<l fur irrigation ; perhaps 5
per cent is used for navigation , and
less than 6 per cent for power.
The water power now in use is
5,2,W,000 horse power; the amount
running over government dams and
not used is about 1,400,000 horse
power; the amount reasonably
available equals or exceeds the enti1e mechanical power now in use,
or enough to operate every mill,
drive every' spindle, propel evtry
train and boat, a nd li;:.ht ever.y
city, town , and village in the country.

ing wherever sanitary science and
preventi\·e medicine are applied.
It may be greatly extended.
Our a11nual mortality from tuberculosis is about 150,000. Stopping three-fourths of the k,ss of
life from this cause and from typhoid and other prevalent and prevt:ntable diseases, would increase
our average length of life fifteen
years.
There are constantly about 3.000,000 persons seriously ill in the
United States, of whom 50(1,000
are consumptives. More than half
this illness is preventable.
If we count the value of each
life lost at only $1,700, and reckon
the average earning lost by illness
at $700 a year for grown men, we
fi ,1d that the economic gain . froni.
m itigation of preventahle disease in
the U nited States would exceed
$1,500,000.000 a year. This gain,
or the lengthening and strengthening of life which it measures, can
be had through medical investiSA VU\G or [..IVES
gation and practice, school and
Since the greatest of our national factory hygiene, restriction of labor
assets is the health and vigor of by women and children, the eduthe American people, our efficiency cation of the people in both public
must depend on national vitality and private -hygiene and through
even more than on the resourc.es of improving the efficiency of our
the minerals , lands, · forests a11d health service, municipal, State
waters.
and national.
The avt!rage lengt h of human
The permanent welfare of the
life in different countries varies nation demands that its natural
from less than 25 to more th an 50 -r esources oe conserved by proper
years. This span of life is increas- use. To this end the States and
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· the nation ~an do much by legislation and example. By far the
greater part uf these resources is in
private bands Private ownership
of natural resources is a public
trust; they should be ad111i11istertd
in the interests of the people as a
whole. The States and the nation
should leader rather than follow in
the conservative and efficient n,e
of proper! v U11der their immediate
control. But their first duty is to
gather and distribute a knowledge
of our natur?.1 resources and of the
means necessary to insure their
use and conservation, to impr, ss
the body of the people \\'ith the
great importance of the duty, and
to promote the cooperation of all.
No agency, State, Federal, corporate, or private, can do the work
alone.
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Arts, 85, Fine Arts, 35, Literature,
3,11, History, 225; total, 1732.
FOR MONTH F.NUlNG FEB.

3

General Works, 805, Philosophy,
9U, Religion, 240, Sodology, 817,

Philology, fi, Science, 175, Useful
Arts, 70, Fine Arts, 28, Literature,
385, History, 239; total, 1854.
FOR MONTH ENDING MARCH

3

General Works, 319, Philosophy,
91, Religion, 201, Sociology, 328,
Philology, 15, Science, 185, Useful
Arts, 7!), Fine Arts, 31, Literature,
39·1, History , 271; total, 19ol.
FOR MONTH ENDING APRIL

1

General works, 317, Philosophy,
91, Religion, 195, Sociology, 317,
Philology, ] 9, Science, 211, Useful
Arts, 80; Fine Arts, 27, Literature,
369, History, 287; total, 1913.
EuzABE1'H

F.

MYERS.

Error Corrected
Owing to the geology grades being late in being filed at the office,
all of the grades of the students in
that class did not app~ar last issue.
In the "AA" class Miss Marnie
Northcott, of Colorado, as well as
Miss Hobbs of Summers county, received four "AA's" and one "A."

Libraria.ns Report
FOR MONTH ENDING J A!'ol

t\, J90fl

General Works, B21, Philosophy
70, Religion, 214, Sociology, 23i">,
Philology, 17, Science, 140, Useful

Washington and Lee University,

Lexington, Virginia
Mv DEAR Srn:-I take pleasure
in informing you that this institution offers your school a fifty dollar
scholarship for next sessiou.
- This scholarship exempts its
holder from paymtnt of the tuition
fee in th e academic and engineering departments of the University.
It is understood that you will
publish a notice concerning the
scholarship, and that it' will be·
a warded to one of the best of your
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mo-;t advanced students prepared
to enter the University.
I shall take pleasure mailing our
catalogue to any studeuts of your
·· school interested in the scholarship,
if you will send me their names
and addresses.

I shall also be glad to forward to
you, upon application, a blank
form to be filled out and presented
by you at the proper time to the
recipient of the scholarship.
Yours very truly,
GEORG:: H. DENNY, Pres.

Some Recent Tendencies in Teaching of Latin
CHARLES H. SAYLOR , PH. D.
PROFESSOR OF LATIN IN MARSHALL COLLEGE

When I was· a small boy I lived
in West Baltimore, an<l one of my
favorite haunts was Franklin
Square. It was the only spot I
• knew very well outside of the little
world of school and home; and to
me there was no place like it. No
. trees anywhere were quite so massive or so high, in my judgment,
except · those at Druid Hill; no
fountain so sparkling or so deep as
the one which crowned the hill on
which the square was located; and
I was quite snre that the cement
walks up which I pushed my little
velocipede represented the extreme
steepness to be surpassed by human
effort.
We moved to another part of the
city when I was about twelve, and
I saw no more of Franklin square
for seven or eight years. One day
I revisited the place just for the
sake of old associations. If I had
expected to become a boy again
for the once, I was grievously dis-

appointed. The fountain was a
petty affair, scarcely two feet deep;
the very railings around it seemed
to have shrunk in height; the trees
were nothing remarkable; and the
walks were gentle inclines. I don't
believe I had ever realized before
just what a change seven or eight
yeara had made in me.
Something of the same feeling
has often come over me on taking
up my old ''Gildersleeve's Latin
Primer," which was my first book
in Latin. I read over the old rules,
which years before I used to commit to memory with such care, and
I well recall the feeling of satisfaction which came over me when I
had at last mastered an unusually
long and tough one; for those rules
were to me the chart and compass
by which I navifated the ui1known
sea of sentences which lay spread
out forbiddingly before me. Both
sente11ces and rules seem ridiculously easy to . me now: I often
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catch myself wondering how I ever
could have had any difficulty with
them at all; and I realize, as I did
when I revisited Franklin square,
that times have changed, and I
have changed with them . But in
those days, Gildersletve's Primer
was to me. the beginning and the
end of Latin grammar; and for
years afterward the larger books 1
was referred to seemed merely longwinded variants of the rules in the
Primer.
Only when I entered
the University did I begin to realize that the other books were worth
looking at, and I have been looking at them ever since. Naturally,
beginners' books lay out . of my
range for a , considerahle period;
and only when I became a teacher
myself did I have occasion to look
up such matters and to become
aware of some of the recent tend_eucies iJJ the teaching of La tin.
The first difference I notice between my primer and the newer
books is in the matter of arrangement. If there was one distinguishing characteristic of my old
book, it was definiteness and simplicity. The first part of the work
treated of forms, the second of syntax. There was in the first part
only an irreducible minimum of
rules , just eriough to enable oue to
write sentences; the forms were
given in all their completeness.
The rules of syntax in the second
part, though comparatively few in
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number, were enough to keep one
going all throug h an ordinary highschool · course; they were slated
with admirable brevity and simplicity, and some of them, especiall y those given in rhyme, I have
found useful in my own teaching.
The arrangement in order throu ghout, in both form and syntax, was
that of the standard grammars.
When, 0JJ tp.e o~her hand, I open
one of the latest beginners' books,
I find, after the stereotyped rttles
of accent, pronunciation, etc. , a
most remarkable hodge-podge of
form and syn tax. First there will
be certain fonns administered to
"the child," in infinitesimal doses,
and in a most remarkable order.
For example, there will be a lesson
on the present tense of "amo."
Then come four or five lessons on
nouns and adjectives, and one or
more on the forms of "Mtm. "
Then we return to ''amo,'' and
learn the tenses of the active at the
rate of two or three a lesson. Then
the active of the second conju gation is crammed dowu the throat of
"the child" at one choke. Next
we change to the third declension
of nouns, on which we liuger
awhile; then we hop back to the
passive of the first and second conjugations. Following that we have
adjectives of the third declension,
then verbs again; then pronouns,
then more verbs, and so on. Incorporated in almost every lesson

I

I
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arc certain rules of syntax , presumably as digestive tablets, to aid
"the child" in the assimilation of
this linguistic has h. Such is the
arrangement of Pearson's " Essentials of Latin," and I am told that
there are other books even worse.
Some of them undertake to teach
forms "inductively;" as if anyone
would bother about reasoning out
hv induction or by any other method what he could see with his own
eves!
One might write reams about the
absurdity of s uch an arrangement
from the standpoint of mere common sense . One might descant on
the advantage of having the forms
right before the student, in an orderly and logical arrangement, in a
definite, compact mass to be thoroughly assimilated, and to be<:ome
a permanent possession; then letting the subject of syntax be taken
up in a regular, systematic order,
so that such a book may make the
larger grammar seem what it was
to me; merely an amplification of
the primer, not an entirely new
book. But there is little use in argument; matters of this kind are to
be judged, as everything else is,
by their fruits. A difference of
opinion may here arise as to just
what kind of fruit is wanted from
this particular tree of knowledge;
some may say that pupils study
Latin in order to learn to think,
not merely to learn Latin , which is

only secondary object. My students may be doing a lot of thinking-I am afraid they are, sometimes-but I can testify from sad
experience that some of them do
not know Latin; and the Latin is
what I am especially interested in.
I thoroughly believe, with Professor Bennett, that the greater part
of the ignorance with which the
teachers of Latin in this generation
have to contend is due to the lack
of a thorough, definite. systematic
presentation of forms in the beginners' books. With out a proper
knowledge of forms, rules of syntax remain mere empty formulae,
with no certain basis of concrete
example to give them meaning and
application.
So much for the changes in arrangement; now for those in subject-matter and vocabulary. The
later books have a vocabulary taken
exclusively from Caesar, and sentences modeled after actual ones in
the commentaries, with the idea of
ma,kiog the student' s way easier in
the second year. There is much
to be commended in this practice.
About 75()_ or 800 typical words
found in Caesar are given in the
beginners' books, no trifling help
to one who is soon to enter on the
Commentaries. To be s ure, one
misses the little stories in the older
books, the fable of the fly who
kindly offered to fly away if he was
weighing down the bull too much;
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the bewhiskered anecdote of the
man who when he was drowning
declared that he would never go
near the water again until his
brother had taught him to swim;
the nature-fake about And rodes
and the lion, etc. One would like
his students at the outset to think
that the Romans were people who
were occasionally concerned with
other things than ''sending ambassadors,'' ' 'providing grainsupplies" "throwing weapons from
a_superior place,'' and ' ' being made
more certain concerning which
things" and so on; but not every
student is willing to climb an academic Pisgah to catch the first view
of the promised land of the classics,
which reminds me of the words of
Lucretius."
"Ardua dttm metuant, amittunt
vera viai;" "The while they fear
the steeper road, they miss the
true."
From the consideration of beginners ' books, one turns naturally to
the matter of prose composition.
The value of this exercise in giving a thorough, systematic drill in
syntax is so patent that no pedagogic innovator has ever been able
successfully to attack it. One must
regret, however, that of late some
b.:oks have gotten much in vogue,
which contain sentences for translation based on certain chapters of
an author, generally Caesar or Cicero. These sentences are merely
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slightly altered translations of sentences in the classical text, which
are to serve the student as' ' models''
in his preparation of the lesson.
Such books are to my mind highly
objectionable for two reasons.
First, they are ridiculously easy,
and the advantage derived from any
course of study is in direct proportion to the amount of sensible, welldirected work required. Not without reason does a student feel contempt for a "cinch course . " Sec ond, the student, following the line
of least resistance, generally, if he
is wise, cribs his syntax from the
Latin author, i11stead of working
it up from his grammar and applying it in his sentences. He can i11
most instances copy his Latin almost bodily from the classical text,
and the few variations in person
and number required , if be makes
them at all, are an exercise on
form , not on syntax, so that such
composition really defeats its own
end. I have said that such books
are ridiculously easy; and the fact
that the publishers of the old-style
books, which are really difficult,
generally offer a '' Key for Teachers," throws perhaps a sinister
light on the alacrity with which
books of the new kind have teen
taken up.
As to editions of the classical
texts themselves, not much is to be
said. The general elevation of the
standard of scholarship among
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teachers which h as taken place
since lhe John Hopkins' University
first showed educators in this country what a real university is, has
helped to eliminate much of the
" literary'' gush, affected learnin g ,
g uess- work about syntax , etc.,
whi~h was formerly so common in
editions of the classics. Reference
to the grammars are fuJJ and frequent, and this is well. There is
often too much free t ra nslation of
difficult passages, the literal translation in such cases, is what is
wan ted, I am myself a th oroug h
believer in literal translation, and I
have heard it laid down as the
golden rule of translation, never to
give a free, idomatic rendering until you can g ive a perfectly literal
one.
One may say then, in conclusion,
that the innovat ions which h ave so
profoundly affected the teaching of
the so-called common branches
have not left the teaching of Latin
untouched. As to the value of
these innovations, many doubts are

entertained by persons qualified to
judge, and a teacher of Latin may
well be pardon ed for objecting to
the methods of thQse who endeavor
to force their favorite schemes of
teaching down the throats of those
who h ave an equal rig ht to their
own op11110n. This is especially
true in the case of the teaching of
Latin in the fir£t year. The great
advantage of the older books lay in
the comparative freedom they gave
the teacher of imparting the subject after his own fashion; whereas
the new books compel him to follow
one scheme alone, whether he approves of it or not. It it is a matter of common experience that
every teacher has his own particular way of <loin~ things, which may
not s uit any one else; and the maintenance of individualit y in teaching
especially , coupled with a reasonable acquiescence in those methods
of modern thought which time and
use have shown to be advantageo us,
is , it seems to me, fundamental and
necessary .

ORGANIZATIONS
THE

Junior Self Government

REPORTERS

tion, energy, etc., but above all,

Yes we are Juniors. There never we have an intense desire to be
was before just such a class as we strictly honest. Our aim is t o be
are. We have class spirit, ambi- honest with our neig hbors , honest
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1 An Important and Authori~ative Show ,
j
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There never was a time when girls and misses could be
dressed more triml y and well for a m odest expenditure.
Our complete Spring stock full y illustrates this fact.
There is an immense range of styles, colors and patterns for

i

choice.

!

garments usually cost.

ii

There is d istinction and character in every s uit and

dress, and the prices are as reasonable as very commonplace
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I S'lop with Us and You will Find !
I
;
Shopping a Pleasure
'5

~

I
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~

You h a ve all the-newest a nd best that the market affords

Ii

from which to make your selec tions; you wi ll receive the

!

most courteous treatment whe ther looking or buying an d our

~

i

wide range of prices makes it easy for all purses l o b e s uited .

•
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i

The Valentine-Garland-Biggs Co.
Fourth Ave., Oppo. Hotel Frederick
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with our teachers, and honest with
ourselves. To ' help the '·honesty
movement" along we have a well
organized plan, which we carry
out, known as s tudent government. Of course we had a few
"kickers" who did not want student government, faculty government, or :my other kind of government. But now no one is really
against the movement. All Juniors
now walk through Latin. Why
should we use bluffs when brains
are abundant.
There is a class of students who
care more for the "sheepskin" than
they do for mental development.
These truly believe it is no harm
to cheat-a little. Can we not say
that these need something to build
up the broken and abused tissues
of the conscience?
But why have we mentioned
these things? Do they apply to us,
Juniors of the class of 1910? No,
we say, but temptations are strong
and sometimes even a Junior may
yield to the voice of the evil one.
Is it not then well to have a reminder?
On the few weeks before us, let
us accomplish more than ever be-

fore. Let us show others :what
student government can do.

Current Events Club
The C. E. C. is characterized by
great dignity in all its performance.
The object of this dub is to familiarize its members with parlimentary rule, and to prepare them for
activ~ work in the field nQw being
opened to women through social
reforms.
Many of our young women after
leaving school find their influence
hampered by the inability to express themselves in public. Work
in this club gives the necessary
confidence and composure.
. The club met in regular session
March 12 and after a report on
current events by Miss Dorothy
George, proceeded to elect officers
for the spring term. Here as in all
elections, much interest was manifested. The officers are as follows:
Secretary, Fay Miller; treasurer,
Sue Witten; reporter, Ruby Wolf,
program
committee, Elizabeth
Grimes, Daisy Crumrine and Eva
Sandige,
L ucv COPLIN, Reporter.

We Live in a World of Optics
Wrapped in the stu<ly day by day-seeking- to benefit all we can-relieving eye
strains that cause h ea<lachcs and nervous troubles. We Take No Chance with
your eyes and arc not living on our past reputation.
H

E, EDDY, GRADUATE OPTICIAN

FREDERICK BUILDING

HUN, INGTON, WEST VA.
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Col Iege Shoes.'

ELEGANT, EXCLUSIVE, SMART FOOTWE,\R CHARACTE!UZES oun
_________
•
LINE FOR FALL.
.
WE ARE HERE TO CATER TO YOUR WISHES.

BRUMFIELD SHOE CO.;
Fitters of Feet

Spring Styles For College Men
Are arriving daily and will be on display_as soon as we can arrange
them. We may say that our l'ine of Suits for Oollege Men, especially
Young and Particular Men is certain to please, because each suit presents points that are in pesfect style. Our prices admit of wide
selection.

Handsome Spring Suits $12.50 to $30.00

The Broh Clothing Company
903 Third Avenue

Huntington, W. Va.

THE STUDENT NEEllS
Note Books·
· Tablets
Pads
Pencils
Erasers
Pens, Ink, Etc.

..

These

and other . needs at the lowest prices.

Swan Pri~ting & Station_ery Co.
SUPPLIES
10.l8 T~ird Avenue,

Hun1ington, Wset Va.
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J. C .. CARTER & CO.
J ORBEl<S, A ND RETAIi , DISTRIB UT ORS

FURNITURE and CARPETS, SHADES, LINOLEUMS, OIL CLOTH,
And everything to be found in a

First Class Furniture & Carpet House
Undertaking a Specialty
922- 924 Fourth Ave.

Hotel Frederick Bldg.

Huntington; · West Virginia.
H. G . HOFFMAN
S'l'ATIOSEHY, SPORTING GOODS. POST CAROS, CIGARS, HOUOAY
C AltllS, Copyrllo:'ht, Books. Fine Holiday Gil\, Books, Pyro1,:raphic
O utfits and Suppltes.

404 NI'.'ITH ST. AND 1953 3RD A VE.
Bell Phone 74

Mutual Phone 498

MISS A. MARTIN
C ut Flowers, Plants, and F loral Work

Huntington, W, Va.

320 T e11th Street

Our name makes an impression and our goods sustain it, The place for you . to go

RARDIN & PITTS~
tou,

_ME_~'_S_FU_R~_·1s_HE_RS

Street, Frede rick Building.

Ladies' and Men's Clothes Cleaned· and Pressed.

•

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
HUNTINGTON, W . VA.

Capital $500,000.00 Surplus and Profits $250,000.00
J. L . Caldwell, President.

Geo. F . Miller, Vice President

R . L . Archer , Casuier.

Your Business Will be Appreciated.

ITT
~

UNION :N~ANSFER
STORAGE COMPANY,

WAGONS and CABS
DAY AND NIGHT.
PhoHe Us.
Office 913 4th Avenue

ANYTHING AT ALL IN HARDWARE

Gas Stoves
Cutlery, Mantles, Lamps, Etc. priced low to
Marshall College Students.

Emmons-Hawkins Hardware Co.

